
YEAR 10
GCSE GRAPHICS 
SUMMER WORK



YOU WILL NEED TO GET BACK IN THE HABIT OF ARTIST/DESIGNER ANALYSIS

TASK 1:
Select a work of an Artist/Designer & ANALYSE it in depth 
or

Complete a RESEARCH page
> This should be:

- Visually interesting

- Artist name as TITLE

- General information

- Analysis of the artists work> in your own words, giving your opinion 

- A visual response to the artists work

- State why you’re looking at this artist/designer> does it link to your focus?

>Complete on a double page<

CHALLENGE YOURSELF> and



EVALUATING DESIGNER/ARTIST 
WORK:
* Use your support sheet to help*

 Brief overview of the artist – when they worked – what they did – what they used etc.

 Why did you pick this picture/image/existing example? Link to your focus

 What do you like/dislike about it?

 Comment on the KEY ELEMENTS for e.g. 

- The colour.

- The layout/composition.

- The imagery/Typography.

- Consider the audience

 Comment on the techniques they use – What media? To what effect?

 How will the work inspire/influence you?

 How could you use the style/technique? How could you adapt it?

Tone Design Balance

Colour Environment Illusion

Texture Line Structure

Image Audience Emotional

Aesthetics Technique Interesting

Eye catching Media Exciting

Movement Atmosphere digital

Techniques Composition Symbolic

Layout Quality Patterns

Focus Style Secondary 

colours

Abstract Background Primary colours

Purpose Foreground Shape

KEY WORDS



TASK 2:
Using your mood board, observational drawings, own photos etc
to influence you
> Design & Create responses for your chosen focus or issue linking 
to Raising Awareness Campaigns. 

For each idea create an A4 page where you include the following:
- Title for your focus 
- Sketch/plan of your idea, use mark making to give texture if 

you’re including imagery/pattern
- Evidence of your focus/technique/experimentation/typography
- Your own personal stamp 
- Who is it for? What is it communicating?
- Evaluation/explanation of your work & ideas.

Consider the layout of your page,
here are some e.g.s of page layouts.

Experimenting with your theme BIG QUESTION: 
How do you 
present your 

page?



3D
Use whatever materials 

you have available

Texture/detail
Using a fineliner and an
observational drwg. as 

inspo. Add fine 
detail/texture to a capital 

letter or word

Ransom Note
Create your own note, 

letter or word using 
collected letters

Sewing
Try to stitch or 

embroider a word or 
letter

Paper Origami
Have a go if you’re brave 

enough, or just fold to 
create!

Calligram
Create a simple calligram

Print or Stencil
Create a cardboard or 
foam letter stamp or a 

paper stencil 
& print!

Comic lettering
Using an onomatopoeia 
or  single letter create a 

colourful comic style

Shadows
Explore using shadows, 

perhaps you could 
consider light! 

Experimentation

 Revisiting TYPOGRAPHY & lettering 
have a go at these fun & experimental 

activities.

Here you will work using a variety of 
approaches & techniques, exploring 

different materials. 
If you do nothing else have a go at these! 

You don’t have to complete them all! 

**REMEMBER**: 
You need to get back in the habit of 
annotating and explaining your thoughts & 
processes with the materials you use.
CHALLENGE: Each experiment or outcome 
you create ensure you annotate

TASK 3:


